**Hero Arts: Fairy Window**  
Technique: Simple Alcohol Ink Technique  
Level: Beginner

**TIME** 10 minutes or less (after you do the alcohol background)

**STAMPS:** None

**INKS:**  
Alcohol Ink:  
Lettuce, Stream, Denim, Pearl, Silver, and Alcohol Blending Solution.  
If you want purple, add Wild Plum

**ACCESSORIES:**  
Big Shot  
Magnetic Platform & standard platform  
Hero Arts Fairy Window Die  
Creative Expressions – Sublime Swirls Embossing Folder  
(You may need a few shims)  
Gina K Foam Tape  
Scor Tape ¼ Inch  
Paper Cutter  
Mini Score It Tool

**CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:**  
Cardstock that matches your Alcohol Ink Background  
7 x 10 “ – Score and fold at 5-1/2” – card base  
17.25 cm x 25.25 cm score and fold at 12.5 cm  
5 x 7 “ – emboss card front  
12.5 x 17.25 cm

Glossy White cardstock  
4-1/4 x 5-1/2” – Alcohol Ink background piece  
11 x 14 cm

Black  
4-1/4 x 5-1/2” – die cut Fairy Window  
11 x 14 cm
DIRECTIONS:

1. Place the Glossy White cardstock on a flat protected work surface. Watch the video [https://youtu.be/90p-xdoUBf0](https://youtu.be/90p-xdoUBf0) on how to apply the alcohol ink.
2. Die cut the Fairy Window from the black cardstock and attach it to the alcohol ink background with liquid glue.
3. Add foam tape to the back and set aside.
4. Emboss the card front with the Creative Expressions Sublime Swirls Embossing folder.
5. Use Scor Tape to attach the embossed card front to the folded card base
6. Attach the art piece to the center front of the card.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today’s Hero Arts Fairy Window Alcohol Ink Card. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, it helps to keep my blog and YouTube channel running and I truly appreciate it.
Simon Says Stamp Cardstock
GLIMMERY...
[ SSS ]

Tombow MONO MULTI
Liquid Glue Two...
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Scor-Tape 1/4 Inch Crafting
Tape
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Therm O Web Gina K Designs
WHITE FOAM...
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Therm O Web Gina K Designs
BLACK FOAM...
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Tim Holtz Tonic MAXI
GUILLOTINE...
[ SSS ]

Tim Holtz Tonic GUILLOTINE
COMFORT...
[ SSS ]

Tonic EASY CLEAN MAT
1514E
[ SSS ]

Tim Holtz Tonic GLASS
MEDIA MAT 1914e
[ SSS ]
Sizzix BIG SHOT MACHINE
Gray And...
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